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THE PROCESS OF DRAWING 2D DRAWING DETAIL IN A + A CONSULTANTS IN INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE.

Professional work report (KP) on A + A Interior Architecture. Architecture Study Program, Pembangunan Jaya University. This Professional Work Report is made as a result of the work done during the work, with one of the academy requirements in completing studies in the Architecture study program, Pembangunan Jaya University.

Located in GreenHub Office Suites # GH-48 level 23, Penthouse Plaza Marein Jl. Jend Sudirman Kav 76-78, Jakarta. One of the Architecture and Interior companies whose projects have been widely spread in the capital city in various cities. With its success in the field of Architecture and Interior, a successful achievement was obtained namely Sebu House or a low-rise Apartment consisting of 16 units. Professional work is carried out from 24 June 2019 to 30 August 2019.

The activities carried out by praktikan during professional work are: Making 2D drawings with interior appearance.

The purpose of carrying out professional work is to increase insight, knowledge, skills, experience, and skills in carrying out professional work. so if there are obstacles can be overcome by asking and observing the work of staff. That way praktikan gain a lot of knowledge and insights from every activity provided by the company.
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